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Sailing dinghies based on inflatable 
tenders are nothing new. Many will 
remember the Tinker Tramp of the 
1970s and 80s. I
boat that could be used as a tender, 
fun sailing dinghy, and stretching 
credibility a bit far in my view, a 
liferaft too. I had a Campari inflatable 
(it’s still in my parents’ workshop) 
that used leeboards and a small sail 
to claw its way almost to windward 
on a good day. 

Perhaps surprisingly, as it hails 
from Holland, the DinghyGo, eschews 

chambered V-floor and centreboard, 
it drags sailable inflatable tenders 
firmly into this century. 

Putting the boat together was 
relatively straightforward if one 
observed the cardinal rules of 
thumb for constructing any 
‘inflatable with extras’. That is: pump 
up until vaguely the right shape but 

hard. With this key sequence 
observed the only tricky part 
(fitting the mast heel support 
board) was relatively 
straightforward. Rigging controls are 
minimal, with a single Optimist-
sized (4sqm), battened, sleeved sail 
with kicker, downhaul, outhaul and 
2:1 mainsheet setup.

First impressions on sailing the 
DinghyGo were good, although it 
has a small sail which is clearly 
underpowered for adult sailors in 
light winds. That, however, is a good 

unsupervised; it’s a pretty safe craft. 
In the light winds we had, we were 
unable to capsize it unless we 

T
in it for the daggerboard with a 
flexible gasket round it to act as a 
case. This gasket rolls up and straps 
down to the floor like a roll-top 
drybag when the boat is being 
rowed or motored – preventing 
water splashing in. 

Above:  Packed in its 
two compact bags

Below:  The small rig 
is manageable 
rather than thrilling 

Bottom:  DinghyGo 
is a spacious rowing 
tender too

rudderstock and blade. This makes 

as getting pintles and gudgeons 
lined up even in very slight 

A kick-up rudder 
would prevent damage to other 

components in an accidental 
grounding. It was a real oversight in 
our view, as adding a plywood 
stock, hinge bolt and lifting lines 
could only have added a few Euros 
to the price of the boat. 

This boat though is the clear 
choice for those with young 
children. Subsequent to the testing 
day, I had two- and five-year-old 
nephews to keep occupied on a trip 
to the beach, and the DinghyGo 
proved an absolute hit with its small 
sail, high sides and stability. Amid a 
cacophony of cries of ‘faster, faster 
Uncle Jake!’ I eventually tore out one 
of the rowing pins from its moulding 
and ended the day’s excitement, 
but these are a standard part and 
easily replaced. We couldn’t really 
blame the manufacturers under 
such abusive treatment.

VER DICT: ★ ★ ★  ★ ★ 

Our testers’ views of this boat 

could get used to its sedate pace, 
and enjoy dangling a foot over the 
side, cruising along, whistling a 
tune, perhaps with a cooler of beer 
for company loved it. Those 
seeking an adrenaline fix tired 
quickly of it. Although not as close 
winded or quick as the Tiwal, this 
boat was reasonable value for 

decent headway to windward (not 
always the case with sailing 
inflatables), and was the only true 
all-rounder. It rowed well, sailed 
reasonably and even motored well 
with a small electric outboard.
 
 www.dinghygo.com

When first inserting the painted 
plywood daggerboard, it pays to be 
careful not to pinch the gasket. 
Once it’s in, the board slides up and 
down, although it would be a tough 
operation for small children as the 
flexible gasket clings to it. The only real 
annoyance is the omission of a kick-up 

DINGHYGO   £2,150
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